
















































































































































































































































CVs HQAnd, RXAnd and FOPer. The target objects were selected from the CV cat-


























ds. o aluate signi�cance
&

of our results, we included three systems
with




























tikum of the Ruhr{Universit�at Bochum. We used an astrograph (D � 0:3m, f � 1:5m)





and Johnson V-�lters. In order to resolve the CV-typical short-term variation



















using overscan and dome-
or sky�ats for the 1.06m telescope, biasframes and sky�ats for the astrograph data.

Aperture photometry was done with the DAOPHOT package. On each image frame we

chose all non-saturated comparison stars comprising a S/N-ratio greater or equal to the

S/N-ratio of the target object. For j � 1; : : : ; n let I
j
(t) denote the instrumental intensity

of star j at time t. For t
begin
� t � t
end








(t); j; k 2 f1; : : : ; ng; j 6� k were calculated. For t
begin








(t) was computed as the arithmetic mean of all comparison star intensities.































Table 1: List of observations. The coordinates in columns 2 3 have been taken from DWS97.
















































































































































































ed it as a

of 0.5{1.1 mag. However, Vogt (1989) suspected a quiescent nova, while DWS97 list it as

nova-like with photographic magnitudes 11.3{12.4. T
o


































tive Prism Survey. The authors do not present �nding charts. Therefore, charts published
 
b
by DWS97 are based on the published coordinates only. The reported magnitudes are

V � 15:9 for FBS 0827+738 and B � 16:4 for FBS 1614+711, respectively. While for






























ectrum has been published so far and therefore this classi�cation
































it later (1980) in favour of a CV classi�cation. She already suspected a possible polar

nature which was subsequently strengthened by the polarimetry of Andronov &Meinunger

(1987).
RXAnd: RXAnd is a well-known dwarf nova of subtype Z Cam with magnitude

range of V � 10:9{12:6 (DWS97). Spectroscopic studies were conducted e.g. by Kaitchuck












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































On the left side, we present the
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